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HYPERBOLICITY IN THE BEURLING'S GENERALIZED
DISTRmUTION SPACES

DAE-HYEON PARK AND BU-HYEON KANG

1. Introduction

In [4J, L. Garding showed that, in the distribution space, the
(unique) existence of a fundamental solution of P(D), supported in a
proper cone of H= {xER" : (x, N) ~O}, is equivalent to the existence
of a constant c>O such that

(2) Pm(N)=I=O and
p(e+irN)=I=O for every r<-c and eER".

Later E. Larsson extended this result to the generalized distribution
spaces of Gevrey classes in [7J. He showed that, in those spaces, the
existence of a fundamental solution of P(D), supported in a proper
cone of H, is equivalent to the existence of a constant c>O such that

(3) PmeN) =1= 0 and
p(e+i-cN)=I=O when r<-c(l+ lell/d) and eER".

In this paper we consider this problem in the generalized distribution
spaces, defined by Beurling, which include both spaces above as special
cases. Our results unify (2) and (3) in a general setting and contain
both results as special cases by taking w(e) =log(l+ IeI) and w(e) =
Ie II/d, d>1, respectively.

For completeness we briefly review the generalized distribution spaces
and their properties which we need in this paper. Further details are
given in [2J. We denote by Me the set of all continuous real-valued
functions w on R" satisfying the following facts:

(a) O=w(O) ~w(e+7J)~w(D+w(7J), e,7JER".

(I') IB" (l:~r)n+l de<oo.
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(r) w(.;;)za + b log(l+I~I) for some constants a and b>O.
(0) w(~)=Q(I~I) for some concave function Q on [0,00).

For example, w(e)=log(1+ lel)lId, d>1, satisfy all the conditions.
Throughout this paper w represents an element in Me' Q the concave
function in (0), and U an open set in R".

Let D",(U) be the set of all rpELl(R") such that rp has compact
support in U and

IIrplb=J 1~(~)lel",(e)de<oo for every il>O.
R"

The topology on this space is given by the inductive limit topology
of the Frechet spaces D",(K) induced by the above semi-norms where
K is a compact set in U. We denote by E",(U) the set of all complex
valued functions ejJ in U such that rjJejJ is in D",(U) for every rpEDtJ)
(U), equipped with the topology generated by the semi-norms IIrjJejJIIl
for every rpED",(U) and il>O. The dual space of D",(U) is denoted
by D",'(U) whose elements are called generalized distributions on U.
The dual space E",'(U) of EtJ)(U) can be identified with the set of all
elements of D./(U) which have compact support in U. The following
two results will be frequently used in the next sections. Their proofs
can be found in [2J.

LEMMA 1.1 w(~)=o(I~I/logl~l)as I~\~oo for all wEMe•

LEMMA 1. 2 (Paley-Wiener type theorem). Let K be a compact
convex set in R" with support function S. If F is an entire analytic
function of n complex variables C=~+i71=(Ch ... , CII)' the following
statements are equivalent:

(a) For each il>O and each e>O there is a constant cl•• such that

f IF(~+i7j) Ielo>(e)d~ :::;;cl••eSC1/)+.I1/ I, 7jER".
B"

(b) For each il>O and each e>O there is a constant Cl•• such that
\F(,;+i7j) I :::;;cl••eSC1/)+.I1/I-l",Ce), CEC".

(c) F(C)=J e-i<z,c>rp(x) dx for some rpEDtJ)(K).
R"

2. Necessity of cu-hyperbolicity

Let H be the half-space (x, N) ZO and EtJ)(H) the set of all functions
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in E",(R") which have their supports in H. We denote by
17JIN=infl7J-tNI for 7JER".

tER

LEMMA 2.1. There is a function XEE",(H) whose value is 1 on the

set F1={xER" : (x, N>?:. ~} and 0 on F2= {xER" : (x, N) -:;, ~}.

Proof. Consider a locally integrable function u(x) which is 1 on

F1+B(0, ~) and 0 otherwise, where 0 is the distance between F1 and

F2• Then u is in D",' and, from Theorem 1.7.3 [2J, u*tfiEE", for

any tfi in D",. Taking tfiED",(B(O, :» such that ftfi(x)dx=1, it is

easy to see that u*tfi satisfies all the requirements.

We assume that P(D) is a differential operator of order m with
constant coefficients, say,

THEOREM 2.1. Assume that the equation P(D)tfi=ejJ has a unique sol
ution tfiEE",(H) for every ejJEE",(H). Then there is a constant c>O
such that

(4) P(O=P(~+i7J)*Oif (7J, N><-c(l+ 17JIN+Wa))
and t;,=~+i7JEC".

Proof. Since E",(H) is a FrCchet space and the linear mapping P
(D)tfi is continuous from E",(H) onto itself, due to Hahn-Banach
Theorem, the inverse mapping is also continuous. This gives that,
for all '<>0 and tfiED"" there are positive constants c, i/o and a funct
ion tfioED", such that

"~II.1-:;'clltfioP(D)ejJlbofor every ejJEE",(H).
Applying this inequality for tfiED", with tfi(N)=1 and ejJ=Xei<:r-N,C>,
where X is the function in Lemma 2. 1, we get

(5) 1= 1~(N)ejJ(N)1-:;'(2n)-7JfltfiejJld~

-:;'(2n)-7JII~lh
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::;;c\I~oP(D)[exp(t(x-N, C) )X(x)] \lAO
When P(C)=O, from Leibniz formula we have

~o(x)P(D)ei<:r-N.DX(x)=~-!-p(r)(Qei<:r-N,D~o(x)Drx(x).
1*0 r!

The support of grCx)=~o(x)Drx(x) is contained in a bounded set B

of {x: 1::;;(x, N)::;; ~} when r*O. According to Lemma 1.2, for At
and e>O, there is a constant Clo'. such that, for every aER",

IJe-i<Z,a>grCx)ei<:e-N.Ddx I
=e<1J,N> Ikr(a-C) I
::;;clo.•exp[(7J, N)+S( -7J)+e 17J\ + Aom(e-a)]

where S is the support function of the set B. Estimating (5) with
this fact there is a polynomial Q of degree less than m such that

(6) 1::;;Q(1 Cl)exp [(7J, N)+S(-7J)+e !7J1 +AtWa)]
because the constant 10 can be taken large enough. In order to estimate
S( -7J) we write x=tN+y where (y, N)=O. This gives that, for x

EB, 1::;;t::;;~ and ly\::;;D for some fixed constant D. When (7J,N)

<0, we obtain
S( -7J)=sup(x, -7J)::;; sup t(N, -7J)+sup (y, -7J)

:tEB -f"t"t IJd"D

::;; - ~ (7J, N)+D i~fl7J-tNI.

Substituting this inequality in (6) we have

1::;;Q(ICl)exp[ ~ (7J, N)+el7J1 +DI7JIN+Aow(e)].

Taking logarithm in both sides we get, for some large constants M
and C,

O::;;log Q(ICI)+ ~(7J, N)+el7J\ +DI7JIN+Aom(e)

::;;Mlog(l+ lei + \7JI) + ~ (7J, N)+e\7J1 +C'(l+ 17J\N+W(e»

::;; 1(7J, N)+2C'(1+ 17JIN+w(e»

+ Mlog(l+ lei + I(7J, N) \ + 17JIN)-ll (7J, N) I+e I(7J, N) I
+e 17JIN-C'(l+ \7JIN+W(e»

since 17J I ::;; I (7J, N) I+ 17J IN. Choosing e= 1/8, we get
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o~ ~ <7J, N)+2C'(l+ 17JIN+m(~))+Mlog(l+ I~I)

+Mlog(l + I<1J, N) /)+Mlog(l + 17JIN)- ~ I<7J,N) I

+(~ -C')I1JIN-C'(l+m(~)).

By condition (r),log(l+/~/)~m(~)jb-a/b. Choosing Co for which
t~Co implies that exp(t/8M)~1+t, we have (118) I<7J, N) I~Mlog
(l+ / <1J, N) /) when <7J, N) <-Co. Choosing C'~M+ ~, we get

Mlog(l+ 11JIN)+ (~ -C') 17JIN~O for all /7J/ N.

Hence, if we choose C = max {Co, Mjb, (-aM)jb, M+ ~}, we have

P(l;,)=O and <1J,N) <-Co~ O~ ~ <1J,N)+2C(l+I7JIN+m(~)).

Therefore, for l;,=~+i1J, <1J,N)<-8C(l+I7JIN+m(D) implies that
<1J,N) <-Co and P(Q=I=O.

THEOREM 2.2. Pm(N)=I=O if there is a constant c such that P(~+i7J)
=1=0 when <7J,N)<-C(l+I1JIN+m(O).

Proof. By means of a rotation we may think N=(l, 0, ...,0). Now
assume that Pm(N)=O. Since Pm is not identically zero, there are
constants (aj)j;2 such that Pm(l, a2, .•. , an) =1=0. We consider the
following polynomial

where R",(f.l) =Pm(l, f.la2, ... , f.lan) is not identically zero, due to the
choice of (aj). By the hypothesis, the zeros A(f.l) of QO, f.l) satisfy

(7) 1m A(f.l» -e(l+ 11m A(f.l)f.ll +m(Re A(f.l)(l, f.la2' ... , f.lan)))
for a suitable constant e. Since Rm(f.l) is not identically zero, the zeros
can be developed into a Puiseux series around f.l=0. Hence we obtain

QO, f.l)=R",(p) ii (A.-Aj(p))
j=l

where every Aj(p) is an analytic function of pl/P when o<lpl <0,
for some positive integer p, without any essential singularity at pllP

=0. That is,
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).lp.) = f: al(p.l/ P)1
i.=Nj

where N j is an integer. Because of (7) and Rm(O)=PmeN) =0, at
least one R~(O) *0 for O<v<m and so at least one quotient R~(p.)/

Rm(f,l) tends to infinity as p.~0. Consequently, IAjo(P.) I~oo for some
jo as p.~0 and so Njo=N is a negative integer. Thus Ajo(p.) behaves
asymptotically as aN(p.lI P)N when p.~0, hence

(8) Ajo(p.)=aN(p.l/P)N(l+o(l)) as f,l~O.

Applying (7) for Ajo(f,l) we have
11m Ajo(P.) I ~c(1+ 11m Ajo(f,l)p.1 +w(Re Ajo(p.)(I, P.a2, ... , f,la,,))).

But, considering the growth of both sides with (8) and Lemma 1.1
the left side tends to infinity faster than the right side when f.t tends
to 0, which is a contradiction.

The relation (4) is reduced to
(9) P(~+i-rN)=I=O when ~ER" and -r<-c(l+w(n)

in the special case 1]=-rN, -rER. From this fact we get

DEFINITION 2. 1. A polynomial P is called cu-hyperbolic with respect
to N if Pm(N)=I=O and P satisfies (9) for some constant c.

LEMMA 2.2. If EED",' with supfHJrt in a proper cone of H and cjJ
is in E",(H) , then E*cjJ is in E",(H).

Proof. Let xER", then supp E(y) n supp cjJ(x-y) is compact.
Hence, if a(y)ED", is a local unit for this compact set, then we can
define the convolution E*cjJ(x) by E*cjJ(x) = <E(y), a(y)cjJ(x-y». It
is then clear that it is well-defined. Note that we need only one local
unit when x varies on a compact subset of R". Let if>ED", and set
v(x)=E*cjJ(x)if>(x). Then, for some local unit a, we get

v(x) = if>(x) <E(y), a(y)cjJ(x-y»
= if>(x) <E(y)a(y) , cjJ(x-y»

= if>(x) <U(y), cjJ(x-y»
where u(y)=E(y)if>(y)EE",'(H). Let A=max{llxll : xEsupp if>} and
B=max{llyll : yEsupp u}. Then, for all xEsupp if> and yEsupp u we
have x-yEB(O, A+B). Let f3(y) be a local unit for this set, then

v(x) =if>(x) <u(y), cjJ(x-y»
=if>(x) <u(y), f3cjJ(x-y» +if>(x)<u(y),
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(l-f3(x-y))¢(x-y».
Since the last is 0, we have v(x)=~(x)[E*f3¢J(x), which is a member
of D", by Theorem 1.7.3 in [2J.

CoROLLARY 2.3. If uEE",' and ¢EE"" then u*¢EE",.

Proof. See the proof of the preceding theorem.

THEOREM 2.3. If P(D) has a fundamental solution EEDo! whose
support is contained in a proper cone of H, then P is (t)-hyperbolic
with respect to N.

Proof. Since E*¢EE",(H) and P(D)(E*¢)=¢ for all ¢ in E",(H),
the mapping P(D)¢ is surjective from E",(H) into itself. This mapping
is also injective because ¢=o*¢=P(D)E*¢=E*P(D)¢=O when P(D)
¢=o. Thus, the result follows from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2.

3. Sufficiency of (i)-hyperbolicity

We now prove that the w-hyperbolicity of P(D) with respect to
N implies the existence of the unique fundamental solution in Do!
whose support is contained in a proper cone of H. To do this we
study some algebraic properties of {t)-hyperbolic polynomials.

LEMMA 3. 1. For any compact set K of fOE Rn : Pm(O)::f= O} there is
a constant c such that, for every OEK, P(I:+z-O)::f=O when 1:EC,I:E
Cn, and 17:/>c(l+ Il:/).

Proof. We can write
m-l

P(I:+7:0)=Pm(O)7:m+ L: Pv(I:)7:v
~=.O

where Pv(O is a polynomial in I: of degree s;;.m-j) whose coefficients
are depending on the given O. Since 0 varies on the compact set K,
there is a constant c so large that

/Pv(l:) I s;;. 21 [min IPm(O)IJ [21cC1+I(I)]m-v
SEK

for all ])=0,1, ..., m-1. This implies that, for 17:I<c(l+/(I),
m-l

IP(I:+7:0)/ ~ IPm(O)II7:lm-L: IPv(OII7:lv
10'=0
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~ IPm(O)II,,\m- ~ [~IP",(O)IJ~:[{-c(l+I'I)J-"I"I"

~ ~ IPm(O) Ikl"'>O for every OEK.

From this lemma and the condition of £I), we immediately have that
the inequality (9) is equivalent to the following:

(10) There exists a constant c such that P(~+i"N)=I=O

for Re,,<-c(l+£I)(~)) when "EC and ~ERn.

THEOREM 3.2. P is lJ)-hyperbolic with respect to -N if P is lJ)-hyp
erbolic with respect to N.

Proof. The homogeneity of the principal part Pm gives that Pm(
N)=( -l)mPm(N) =1=0. It follows from (9) that all the roots of pee
+i'l:N)=O satisfy Re ,,~-c(l+w(~)) for some constant c when ~E

Rn. Denoting the zeros of pet;+i"N) by "j, the zeros of the polyn
omial P(~-i'l:N) are-"j. Since the coefficients of "m and "m-l of P
(~+i"N) are imPm(N)~O and a linear function of ~ERn respectively,
'" '"
~'l:j is a linear function of ~. This implies that ~Re'l:j is also a lin-
j=l j=l

ear function of ~ bounded below by -mc(l+w(~)). According to the
m

Lemma 1. 1, ~Re "j then must be a constant L. This gives - Re'l:k=
j=l

-L+ ~Rerj~-L-(m-l)c(l+w(D).Therefore, when~ER· and
#k

Rer<-c(l+wa)) for some constant c,P(~+i,,(-N))~O.

From the proof of Theorem 3. 2 we have

CoROLLARY 3. 3. If P is lJ)-hyperbolic with respect to N, there is a
constant c such that

IRal <c(l+£I)(~)) when ~ER· and P(~+i"N)=O.

THEOREM 3.4. If P is lJ)-hyperbolic with respect to N, then Pm is
also lJ)-hyperbolic with respect to N.

Proof. We have A-mp(~+iA'l:N)-Pm(~+i"N) as A~oo.

From the Corollary 3.3, the zeros in 'I: of the left-hand side are located
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within the strip IRe 7: I~ ~ (l+mCA';)). It follows from Lemma 1. 1

that the zeros of Pm(l;+i7:N) have zero real parts.

CoROLLARY 3.5. A homogeneous Polynomial P is m-hyperbolic with
respect to N if and only if P(N)-*O and the zeros of P(I;+7:N) are
real when f;ER".

We denote by rep, N) the set of all real vectors 0 such that P m(O
+7:N) has only negative zeros. Then from Lemma 5.5.1 in [5J we
have

LEMMA 3. 6. rep, N) is the connected component of N in the open
set {OER": Pm(O) ~O} and a convex set.

THEOREM 3.7. SuPPose P is m-hyperbolic in the direction N and 0
is in rep, N). Then there is a constant c such that

P(I;+i7:N+i(10) ~O when I;ER", Re (1~0 and 7:~ -c(l+m(I;)).

Proof. For Re (1=0, (U-hyperbolicity gives that, for some constant
c, 17:1 ~c(l+m(I;)+Q(I(101)) when P(t;+i7:N+iuO)=O and 7:ER,
I; E R". On the other hand, since P m(0) ~ 0, Lemma 3. 1 gives a con
stant D such that lui ~D(l+ II; 1+ 17:1) when P(f; + i7:N+i(10) =0.
According to the concavity of Q, we have

Q(lu()I)~O[D(l+ 11;1 + 17:1) 10lJ ~M[l+Q(I 1;1)+O(I7:I)J
for some constant M. Using this inequality and the property (0) and
Lemma 1.1, we can choose a constant c such that 17: I~c(l+m(';-))
when I;ER", P(';-+i7:N+iuO)=O and Re u=O.

For the case Re u<O we look at P(I;+i7:N+iuO) as a polynomial
in u when I;E R" and 7: varies in 7:~ -c(l+(0(1;)). Here c is the
constant obtained in the case Re(1=O. Since the zeros of P(I;+i7:N+
iuO) vary continuously with 7: and P(I;+i7:N+iuO) has no zeros when
I;ER", Re (1=0 and 7:<-cO+ m(I;)) , the numer of zeros u with
negative real part is constant when 7: < -c(l+(0(';-)). Hence it suffices
to show that there is no zero u with Re u<O when 17: 1 is sufficiently
large. Setting (1=f1.7:, P(t;+i7:N+iuO)=O can be written in the form
.--7:-P(f;+i7:(N+ f1.0)) =0, which converges to Pm(N+ f1.0)=0 as 7:
-00. Since the zeros f1. of rm7:-mp(f;+i7:(N+f1.0)) depend continuously
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on !,-1 and all the zeros of Pm(N +f.t0) are negative, all the zeros of
P(~+i!'N+iqO) must have positive real parts when ~ERn and !'---+-
00.

THEOREM 3. 8. If P is (J)-hyperbolic with respect to N, then it is
(J)-hyperbolic in any direction of rep, N).

Proof. Let OE rep, N). We start by showing that P is (J)-hyper
bolic in the direction of O+sN with s>O. In fact, from Theorem 3.7
with q=s!" we have

P(~+i!'(O+eN))*O for ~ERn, !'<-c(l +(J)(~))
and Pm(O+eN) *0 for sufficiently small s>O, since rep, N) is open.
Writing O=(O-sN)+eN, we then deduce from above that P is (J)
hyperbolic with respect to 0, taking e>O small enough to ensure that
O-eN remains in the open set rep, N).

We are now in a position to prove the main result.

THEOREM 3. 9. SupPose P is a (J)-hyperbolic operator in the direction
of N. Then P admits a unique fundamental solution whose support is
contained in the dual cone

r*(p, N)= {xERn : (x, 0) ~O for every OE rep, N)},
but in no smaller convex cone with vertex at O.

Proof. The uniqueness follows from the fact that P(D)u=O for u
ED",' with supp ucH implies that u=O. If we write

m

(11) P(~+i!'O)=imPm(O)Il(!'-!'k(~,O))for OEr(p,N),
k=l

the (J)-hyperbolicity of P in the direction 0 assures the existence of
a constant c(O) such that

Re!'k(~,O)~-c(l+(f)(~))for ~ERn.

Taking!' in (11) to t(l +(f)(~)) with t<-2c(O), we have

(12) IP(~+i!'O) I~ IPm(O) II ~ t Im(l +(f)(~))

for ~ERn. For such!', letting q(O, t) be the surface (~l+i!'Oh .••,
~lI+i!'Oll) in Cn, we define E on D", by

(13) E(f/J) = (2tc)-nf ?>(C,) dC, for f/JED",(Rn)JgCO. t) P(C-)
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where we use the notations ([>(x)=t/J(-x) and E(t/J)=E(;P). Then the
Paley-Wiener type theorem applied to t/J implies that, for each A>O
and e>O, there is a constant CA,e such that

(14) I;P(r,,) I~cA,ellt/JIIAetC1+"Ce>lSCo)+el tCl+,.Ce>lO I-A,.Ce)

for r.,Ea(O, t). Here S(O) =inf {<x, 0) IXESUPP t/J}. Estimating (13)by
(12), (14), suitably large A and small e, we have

IE(t/J) I~cA,ellt/JIlA for fiXed t and O.
This implies that E is a fundamental solution of P in D,.'. Further,
the integral (13) is independent of (0, t) for bounded OE rep, N) and
t<-2c(O) because of (12), (14), Lemma 3.1 and the analyticity of
the integrand on a(O, t).

To show that E has the support in r*(p, N), we take t/J such that
suppt/Jc {xER" : (x, O»O}, for given OE rep, N). Then we have

(15) IE(t/J) I ~cA,ellt/Jl!A It l-metSCO)+e' t 1 10 If etCSCO)-eIO I ),.ce)-A,.ce)de·.
(Jco, t)

Since S (0) is positive, we can choose e so small that S(O) -e I0I>0.
Thus (15) can be estimated that for sufficiently large A>O

IE (t/J) I~C It l-metCSCO)-eIO I)

for some constant c independent of t. Letting t---+- oo , we obtain E
(t/J)=O, which means that supp E is in {xER": (x,O»O} for each
OE rep, N). This shows that supp E is in r*(p, N).

To show the final statement, let K be a closed convex cone with
vertex at 0, which contains the support of the fundamental solution
E. In view of Theorem 2.3, all the proper planes (x, 0) =0 of K,
whose positive haH-space contains K, are non-characteristic. Hence,
the convex open set K*= {OER" : <x,O»O for all x:;t:O in K} conta
ining N is contained in {O: Pm(O):;t: O}, which gives that K* is in r
(P, N). That is, K contains r*(p, N).

Combining Theorems 2.3 and 3.9 we have our main result:

THEOREM 3. 10. P(D) is (J)-hyperbolic with respect to N if and only
if there is a fundamental solution in' D,.' whose support is contained in
a proper cone of H.

As a special case we have the following result for the distribution
space.
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CoROLLARY 3. 11. Suppose P(D) is a differential operator in R"
with constant coefficients. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(a) There exists a unique fundamental solution in D' whose support
is contained in a Proper cone of H.

(b) There exists a constant c such that Pm(N)=I=O and, for -c<-c
and ~ER", pa+i-cN) =1=0.

(c) There is a constant c such that Pm(N) =1=0 and P(~+i-cN)=I=O

when -c<-c(l+ log(l + leI)) and eER".

When w(~)= lell/d , d>l, our result is the d-hyperbolicity in [7J.
We finally give an example of w-hyperbolic operator.

EXAMPLE. Let at> ..•, a" be n fixed real numbers such that a,,=I=O.
Let P(D) be a differential operator defined by

o 0 ~
P(D)=al--+···+a"-1---a"--2 •

OXI OX"-l ox"
1 1

Let w(e)=leI Y=(62+···+e,,2)4. Then
P(~h .", e"-h e")=-i(alel+···+a"-len-l)+a,,e,,2.

TakingN=(O,···,o,I), Pm(N)=a" =1= 0 and p(e+i-cN) is given by
-i(a16+···+a,,-le..-l) + a"(e,,+ i-c)2. Further, it can be shown that
p(e+i-cN)=O if and only if -(al';1+···+a"-le"-1)+2a"e,,=O, and
~,,2=-C2. We now choose a constant 00 such that

4a,,2C4 =n(1+a12+ ... +a,,2)
1

Then it can be seen that pa+i-cN)=I=O when -c<-C(l+I~IY) and
1

eER". That is, P is w-hyperbolic with respect to N, w(.;) = I.;I Y.
On the other hand, it can be easily seen that p is not hyperbolic with
respect to N if a" and some a,. are non-zero with l~k~n-l.
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